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Welcome Everest Mindful Thaiboxing Level 1 intereactive pdf.  Here you can learn 
everything you need to pass from Level 1 to Level 2, in fact what is expected of for 
the exam is laid out clearly at the end of this pdf.  Take advatnage of the the videos 
if the the text leaves you unsure of how to execute the techniques, and of course, 
continue to come and see us in class.

The holder is not passive.  They should be in there stance and give a small amount of resistance 
to each strike. 

An active and involved holder makes it more fun for the person working.

Also the holder can use this time to train their eyes, to know what it looks like when each 
different strike is thrown towards them.

Be the partner that you yourself would want to train with.  You must motivate your partner, count 
for them when they are doing multiple reps, etc  You must push them to do their best.

Try to keep talking to a minimum, you can talk at the end of the round or better after the class. If 
you have questions ask the instructor not your partner.

When hitting we should be relaxed until the moment of the strike where we tense and exhale 
hard.

When we punch we should concentrate on making contact with the first two knuckles of the 
hand.

Have in mind the amount of time you have to work.  Manage your energy to keep a steady pace.

Each strike should return to its orignial position just as fast as it goes out to the target.

Try to keep talking to a minimum, you can talk at the end of the round or better after the class. If 
you have questions ask the instructor not your partner.

Holding

Hitting

Level 1
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JAB
MASTERY
Maximum power without rotating the front foot, pull your right shoulder back and open up your 
chest to increase the range and power.

MAIN POINTS
Close hand hard at the end of the strike. 
The jab is the straight strike that comes from the hand closest to the opponent. 
The blow must be solid and the hand must be turned at the end, thumb down. 
Chin down, rounded shoulders.

PHASE 1
Jab leaves from the guard, don´t pull it back to charge it. 
The recovery of the strike is as fast as the strike itself.

PHASE 2
The trajectory must be totally straight, keep the elbows tight to 
the torsoe like you had a newspaper under your arm.

PHASE 3
The striking arm shoulder covers the jaw at all times. 
The rear arm covers the face at all times, and the elbow covers 
the body. 
The jab arm locks at the end of the strike.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YzS2G1uSQOs&list=PLY3c3whu7cAIMFuQNNyrMTuzU9sOnxXKh&index=31
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7PV4muEefbM&index=30&list=PLY3c3whu7cAIMFuQNNyrMTuzU9sOnxXKh
https://youtu.be/yn9XmX5ORRo
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CROSS
MASTERY
Maximum power involves rotating the rear foot.  Avoid rear leg rotation for a faster cross and to 
not expose the back of the rear leg to leg kick attacks.  Pull your left shoulder back and open up 
your chest to increase the range and power.

MAIN POINTS
Close hand hard at the end of the strike. 
The cross is the straight strike that comes from the rear hand. 
The blow must be solid and the hand must be turned at the end, thumb down. 
Chin down, rounded shoulders.

PHASE 1
Cross leaves from the guard, don´t pull it back to charge it. 
The recovery of the strike is as fast as the strike itself.

PHASE 2
The trajectory must be totally straight, keep the elbows tight to 
the torsoe like you had a newspaper under your arm.

PHASE 3
The rear striking arms shoulder covers the jaw
The front arm covers the face at all times, and the elbow 
covers the body. The cross arm locks at the end of the strike

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tjhFqpdqYDI&index=27&list=PLY3c3whu7cAIMFuQNNyrMTuzU9sOnxXKh
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MPDlAu1PTrg&index=28&list=PLY3c3whu7cAIMFuQNNyrMTuzU9sOnxXKh
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j_CO_aJXEGg&list=PLY3c3whu7cAIMFuQNNyrMTuzU9sOnxXKh&index=29
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JAb CROSS
MASTERY
Fluid execution of smooth solid strikes without interruption of movement or loss of balance.  
Opening up the chest to each side to increase range and power.

MAIN POINTS
It’s time to combine your two weapons. Separate the blows so that one hand is on the eyebrow 
at all times, while still maintaining fluidity. 
Close each hand hard at the end of the strike. 
Chin down, rounded shoulders.

PHASE 1
Both strikes leave from your guard as it is, avoid pulling back 
the arms for additional power. 
The recovery of the strikes is as fast as the strikes themselves

PHASE 2
The trajectory must be totally straight, keep the elbows tight to 
the torsoe like you had a newspaper under your arm.

PHASE 3
The hand that is not striking is placed firmly on the eyebrow, 
elbow in to protect the body. 
Each arm should lock upon contact.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RXjpmajCom0&list=PLY3c3whu7cAIMFuQNNyrMTuzU9sOnxXKh&index=24
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DpuVzGnuC7Y&list=PLY3c3whu7cAIMFuQNNyrMTuzU9sOnxXKh&index=25
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ot-7pVTWFUE&list=PLY3c3whu7cAIMFuQNNyrMTuzU9sOnxXKh&index=26
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JAb cross jab cross
MASTERY
Same as above but obviously performed twice.  Maximum power of the blows without rotating 
either foot

MAIN POINTS
It’s time to combine your two weapons. The separation in relation to the time between the blows 
will be high to keep the technique as clean as possible. 
Maximum power of the blows without rotating either foot. 
Close each hand hard at the end of the strike.

PHASE 1
The arms lock at the end of each strike.  Thumb down 
elbow up. The recovery of the strikes is as fast as the strikes 
themselves

PHASE 2
The striking arms shoulder covers the jaw at all times.

PHASE 3
The opposite arm covers the face at all times, and the elbow 
covers the corresponding body side.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FZx83-0VaRU&index=21&list=PLY3c3whu7cAIMFuQNNyrMTuzU9sOnxXKh
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0TPDhC_IH7U&list=PLY3c3whu7cAIMFuQNNyrMTuzU9sOnxXKh&index=23
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yWWJMl7NkcE&list=PLY3c3whu7cAIMFuQNNyrMTuzU9sOnxXKh&index=22
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JC + hook cross
MASTERY
Fluid execution of each strike, keep a good steady rhythm.  As soon as you make contact with 
the hook you should be exploding away from the target again back to guard, if the target 
disappeared you would not over extend or lose balance.

MAIN POINTS
Separate the blows so that one hand is on the eyebrow at all times, whilst maintaining fluidity.  
Close each hand hard at the end of the strike 
Chin down, rounded shoulders.

PHASE 1
From position B (Orthodox guard; right shoulder forward).  As 
you start to untwist to the right your left elbow rises, forming a 
hook shape with your arm.

PHASE 2
The torsoe is what moves the arm, the arm should not move 
independantly. The elbow should be higher than your hand on 
your striking arm or at least parallel with the floor. We should 
cover our chin with our shoulder as we make impact.

PHASE 3
The hand that is not striking is placed firmly on the eyebrow, 
elbow in to protect the body.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lBz6kxBcWgM&index=18&list=PLY3c3whu7cAIMFuQNNyrMTuzU9sOnxXKh
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y8O-Nr966ng&index=20&list=PLY3c3whu7cAIMFuQNNyrMTuzU9sOnxXKh
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJeP4vpXXTo&index=19&list=PLY3c3whu7cAIMFuQNNyrMTuzU9sOnxXKh
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JC + uppercut cross
MASTERY
Fluid execution of each strike, keep a good steady rhythm.  As soon as you make contact with 
the uppercut you should be exploding away from the target again back to guard, if the target 
disappeared you would not over extend or lose balance.

MAIN POINTS
Separate the blows so that one hand is on the eyebrow at all times, whilst maintaining fluidity.  
Close each hand hard at the end of the strike 
Chin down, rounded shoulders.

PHASE 1
From position B (Orthodox guard; right shoulder forward).  Let 
the left forearm drop down to be parallel with the ground.

PHASE 2
Start to untwist to your right, bringing the upper cut upwards 
towards the target with your torsoe, hips and legs, the arm 
should not move independantly. We should cover our chin 
with our shoulder as we make impact.

PHASE 3
The hand that is not striking is placed firmly on the eyebrow, 
elbow in to protect the body.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yyVBtiwmoKY&index=15&list=PLY3c3whu7cAIMFuQNNyrMTuzU9sOnxXKh
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ozcBh4wap0o&list=PLY3c3whu7cAIMFuQNNyrMTuzU9sOnxXKh&index=17
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MCY8L-SG1KQ&index=16&list=PLY3c3whu7cAIMFuQNNyrMTuzU9sOnxXKh
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JC + OVERHAND cross
MASTERY
Fluid execution of each strike, good rhythm, without falling forward with the overhand

MAIN POINTS
This is called the overhand because it goes over the hand of your opponent, aiming to hit 
behind the ear. Separate the blows so that one hand is on the eyebrow at all times, while still 
maintaining fluidity. 
Close each hand hard at the end of the strike

PHASE 1
From position B (Orthodox guard; right shoulder forward).  
The left arm must travel up in an arc shape, before falling 
down onto target.

PHASE 2
On impact the striking arms shoulder covers the jaw.

PHASE 3
Close hand hard upon impact and then explode back to 
position B.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EPOY0Az3Hfk&list=PLY3c3whu7cAIMFuQNNyrMTuzU9sOnxXKh&index=14
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mjUF4tadmuE&index=12&list=PLY3c3whu7cAIMFuQNNyrMTuzU9sOnxXKh
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AErwKJQ8PBM&index=11&list=PLY3c3whu7cAIMFuQNNyrMTuzU9sOnxXKh
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JC + SHOVELHOOK cross
MASTERY
Fluid execution of each strike, good rhythm, small step foprward with the first cross to get close 
enough to hit the body.

MAIN POINTS
The hand should be palm up for the shovelhook, imagine your holding a pum pui coffee and 
under no circumstance do you want to spill it. Separate the blows so that one hand is on the 
eyebrow at all times, while still maintaining fluidity. 
Close each hand hard at the end of the strike.

PHASE 1
From position B (Orthodox guard; right shoulder forward).  Let 
the left forearm drop down to be parallel with the ground.

PHASE 2
Start to untwist to your right, the lead hand in an upward arc 
towards the liver (beneath the bottom rib).  Using your torsoe, 
hips and legs, the arm should not move independantly.   We 
should cover our chin with our shoulder as we make impact.

PHASE 3
Close hand hard upon impact and then explode back to 
position B.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RKCAVVp1-gY&index=9&list=PLY3c3whu7cAIMFuQNNyrMTuzU9sOnxXKh
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ItF775qnDUM&index=8&list=PLY3c3whu7cAIMFuQNNyrMTuzU9sOnxXKh
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9KhMCC5EJc&index=10&list=PLY3c3whu7cAIMFuQNNyrMTuzU9sOnxXKh
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4 COUNT RIGHT t0 LEFT
MASTERY
Fluid execution of smooth solid strikes without interruption of movement or loss of balance.

MAIN POINTS
Before kicking take a small step to the left and stay on the ball of your foot.  Swing the right 
arm horizontally from left to right in front of your face for balance, momentum/impulse and 
to deflect opponents potential punches.  Maximum rotation of shoulders throughout combo.   
Rounded shoulders, looking out the top of our eye socket.  Aggressive exhale after every strike.

PHASE 1
From position B (Orthodox guard; right shoulder forward).  Let 
the left forearm drop down to be parallel with the ground.

PHASE 2
Start to untwist to your right, the lead hand in an upward arc 
towards the liver (beneath the bottom rib).  Using your torsoe, 
hips and legs, the arm should not move independantly.   We 
should cover our chin with our shoulder as we make impact.

PHASE 3
Close hand hard upon impact and then explode back to 
position B.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qjUJrOXRS3M&list=PLY3c3whu7cAIMFuQNNyrMTuzU9sOnxXKh&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0M4FjXAnwJM&list=PLY3c3whu7cAIMFuQNNyrMTuzU9sOnxXKh&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0_CCqhNuflM&index=6&list=PLY3c3whu7cAIMFuQNNyrMTuzU9sOnxXKh
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4 COUNT LEFT TO RIGHT
MASTERY
Fluid execution of smooth solid strikes without interruption of movement or loss of balance.

MAIN POINTS
Switch the feet and kick with your left leg to start the combination.  Swing the left arm 
horizontally from right to left in front of your face for balance, momentum/impulse and to 
deflect opponents potential punches.  Maximum rotation of shoulders throughout combo.   
Rounded shoulders, looking out the top of our eye socket. Aggressive exhale after every strike.

PHASE 1
Initiate combination with the left switch kick. Finishing with 
your right shoulder back, now you have the cross charged.  
Movement should be totally fluid between these two strikes.

PHASE 2
After executing the cross, your left shoulder will be back and 
charged.  Fire the hook, twsit your toe and hide right shoulder 
back.

PHASE 3
After the hook, our right shoulder is back and we are ready to 
finish the combo with the right middle kick.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yGlKM7KPMiE&index=2&list=PLY3c3whu7cAIMFuQNNyrMTuzU9sOnxXKh
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dX4vPP_mFq0&index=4&list=PLY3c3whu7cAIMFuQNNyrMTuzU9sOnxXKh
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B9ihzFU2-c4&index=3&list=PLY3c3whu7cAIMFuQNNyrMTuzU9sOnxXKh
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LEVEL 1 Exam
Beginning
Wrap your hands and show the instructor so they can be checked.

Warm up
10 burpees must be performed with correct form.

Get into guard, show the correct Muay Thai stance.

Show how you step and slide forward, backward ,left and right.

Main Part
During the next three phases, the hitter must both use the correct form and know the 

names of each strike.  The holder must also know the names and hold the pads properly.

Phase 1
5 Minute round.  To be completed without breaks , performing in order, the following 

combinations only:

JCJC, JCHC, JCUH, JCSHC, JCOC.  The holder communicates to the hitter which 

combination is coming next even though we follow the order written.

Phase 2
A 5 Minute round.  To be completed without breaks, performing the right to left and left 

to right four count one after the other.

Phase 3
2 x 3 Minute rounds, with a 30 second break. Mixing the above techniques in order, from 

punches to four counts.

COOL DOWN
Punching the combinations into each others open gloves, these rounds are directed by 

the instructor and will finish with sprints of different punches.

Final run; Short jog to finalize the exam.
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GLOSSARY
POSITION A/GUARD/STANCE: This is your resting 

position.  See the Essentials interacive PDF for a full 

explanation

POSITION B: Right shoulder forward, left shoulder 

pulled back, ready to strike from left hand side, 

looking through the traingle created by your arms.

JCJC : Jab Cross Jab Cross

JCHC: Jab Cross Hook Cross

JCUC: Jac Cross Upper Cross

JCSHC: Jab Cross Shovel Hook Cross

JCOC: Jab Cross Overhand Cross

ORTHODOX:‘Normal’ stance, left food and hand 

forward.

SOUTHPAW: Right hand and foot forward.

SWITCH : The quick change of the feet, or guard 

to charge the side that was originally nearest to the 

opponent. Tips for this-No sound, don’t jump too high 

and be careful not t separate the legs too much.


